In this paper, a two-dimensional Cournot model is proposed to study generation companies' (GENCO's) strategic quantity-setting behaviors in the newly established Yunnan's electricity market. A hybrid pricing mechanism is introduced to Yunnan's electricity market with the aim to stimulate electricity demand. Market equilibrium is obtained by iteratively solving each GENCO's profit maximization problem and finding their optimal bidding outputs. As the market mechanism is a key element of the electricity market, impacts of different market mechanism parameters on electricity price and power generation in market equilibrium state should be fully assessed. Therefore, based on the proposed model, we precisely explore the impacts on market equilibrium of varying parameters such as the number of GENCOs, the quantity of ex-ante obligatory-use electricity contracts (EOECs) and the elasticity of demand. Numerical analysis results of Yunnan's electricity market show that these parameters have notable but different effects on electricity price. A larger number of GENCOs or less EOEC contracted with GENCOs will have positive effects on reducing the price. With the increase of demand elasticity, the price falls first and then rises. Comparison of different mechanisms and relationship between different parameters are also analyzed. These results should be of practical interest to market participants or market designers in Yunnan's or other similar markets.
Introduction
Electricity market reforms have ocurred for decades in many regions and countries, and lots of the envisaged goals have been achieved so far. In 2015, China took steps to further reform its electric power industry [1] by introducing electricity markets in several electricity market pilot provinces, and Yunnan is one of them. The combination of insufficient demand and surplus clean energy capacity is the great driver for Yunnan to further reform its power sector [2, 3] . In this context, Yunnan's electricity market was opened on 1 January 2015.
The two main purposes of Yunnan's electricity market at its early stage are: firstly to guarantee the stability and security operation of the power grid; secondly to stimulate demand in the province and make more clean energy be consumed at a lower electricity price [4] . To guarantee the stability and secure operation of the power grid [5, 6] , power generation contracts in Yunnan are classified into two parts: ex-ante obligatory-use electricity contracts (EOECs) which are bilateral contracts between generation companies (GENCOs) and the Yunnan Power Grid (YNPG), and generation contracts in the market. YNPG can regulate EOECs to cope with the imbalance and other problems of the power grid. Besides EOECs, generation contracts are made in the monthly electricity market. In order to promote clean energy consumption, a hybrid pricing mechanism is adopted by the Yunnan Power Exchange (YNPX). GENCOs can offer a two-part bid in a monthly market to compete for generation contracts (see Section 2.2 for more details). The adopted hybrid pricing mechanism is expected to be an effective mechanism to reduce the electricity price [7] . However, the newly established Yunnan electricity market is more akin to an oligopoly than perfect market competition. In every market environment, each GENCO's goal is to maximize its own profit rather than achieve the market designer's goal of stimulating the demand or reducing the price, so it is obvious that a GENCO could withdraw its generation output from the market so as to force the market clearing price to rise. This will be a profitable strategy if the increased revenue on the remaining power generation exceeds the lost profit on the foregone power generation. Thus, the strategic bidding behaviors of GENCOs have a great influence on the electricity price and generation output in the market. Meanwhile, the impact of market mechanism parameters such as the number of GENCOs, the quantity of EOECs and the elasticity of demand on the electricity price and generation in the market equilibrium state should be properly quantified and fully assessed.
Massive amounts of work have been done in the field of developing optimal bidding strategies for GENCOs and calculating market equilibrium states. Different types of models in different markets with different mechanisms are available in the literature. David [8] formally addressed the strategic bidding issue for competitive power suppliers first; a conceptual optimal bidding model and a dynamic programming method for England-Wales type electricity markets were developed [8] . In a pool-based market, Conejo et al. modeled the bidding strategy problem as a stochastic mixed-integer linear programming model [9] and Song et al. used a Markov decision process model to optimize the supplier's decision over a planning horizon [10] . Krause et al. performed a Nash equilibrium analysis by defining a pool market as a repeatedly played matrix game [11] , and Kang et al. proposed a bidding model by using a two-player static game theory [12] . Zhang et al. developed optimal bidding strategies for wind power producers by three different strategies [13] . Contreras et al. developed a cobweb bidding model for competitive electricity markets [14] . Song et al. introduced a conjectural variation-based bidding strategy [15] , and Song et al. and Day et al. presented conjectured supply function (CSF) models to obtain optimal bidding strategies [16, 17] . Agent-based modeling methods are also used in the field of studying optimal bidding strategy [18, 19] . In a bilateral market, Song et al. used a Nash equilibrium bidding strategy [20] and Hobbs introduced linear complementarity models into Nash-Cournot competition to generate optimal bidding strategies [21] . In a hybrid market, Bathurst et al. presented a strategy for bidding a few hours before the operation time for the wind producers [22] . Fujii et al. applied a multi-agent model to numerically analyze the price formation process of an open electricity market [23] . More methods for modeling GENCO bidding strategies are reviewed by references [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper, a two-dimensional Cournot model considering generation capacity constraint is introduced to determine the optimal bidding strategies for GENCOs who choose to offer a two-part bid in the market. The Cournot model is used to describe quantity-setting behavior when GENCOs make strategic decisions. Market equilibrium is obtained by iteratively solving each GENCO's profit maximization problem and finding their optimal bidding outputs. Next, to assess the impacts of such market mechanism parameters as the number of GENCOs, the quantity of EOEC and the elasticity of demand on the market equilibrium and the electricity price, the unconstraint Cournot model is adopted. The rationale for choosing this model is twofold. First, although generation capacities of GENCOs are different, generation capacity caps of GENCOs are set by YNPG according to the inflow predictions of different reservoir, the operation of cascade hydropower stations and the power demand prediction. After EOECs are contracted with YNPG, the bidding spaces for GENCOs are almost the same in a surplus generation environment, so it is reasonable to take the generation capacity constraint out of consideration when assessing the impact of different parameters. Second, the impact of different market mechanism parameters can be assessed by calculating the two-dimensional Nash equilibrium of the unconstraint model to make the numerical analysis results accessible and easy to understand, Energies 2016, 9, 463 3 of 17 so the different impacts of various parameters on the market outcomes can be compared. Ultimately, the objective is to find out how the varying parameters influence the market equilibrium and the electricity price and compare market outcomes in markets with different mechanisms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the market assumptions and hybrid pricing mechanism adopted by Yunnan's electricity market are introduced in Section 2, followed by the two-dimensional game model, the market equilibrium state and the solution methodology. In Section 3, impacts of different market mechanism parameters on electricity price are assessed. At the end, concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
Bidding Strategy and Market Equilibrium

Market Assumptions
Based on the actual situation of Yunnan's electricity market, in this paper, the inverse demand curve of energy is described as a monotone decreasing linear function. The Cournot model is used to describe quantity-setting behavior when GENCOs make strategic decisions. As the installed generation capacity in Yunnan consists of hydro power (74%), thermal power (17%) and other renewable resources (9%), it is assumed that GENCOs in the market are hydro and thermal power sellers based on the actual situation of Yunnan's electricity market. The generation cost of each GENCO can be described as a quadratic function. Moreover, the newly established Yunnan's electricity market is in an environment of severe surplus capacity and generation, so the generation capacity constraints of each GENCO are not taken into consideration when assessing the impact of market mechanism parameters on electricity price in this paper as mentioned in the previous section.
Yunnan's electricity market is a medium-term (monthly) market, and there is currently no balancing real-time market, ancillary service market or reserve market, so the stability and secure operation of the power grid are guaranteed by EOECs, which are dispatched by YNPG based on non-market-oriented deviation control principle. Time coupling issues among different months of hydropower are fully considered by YNPG when contracting EOEC and setting generation capacity caps for GENCOs in each month, so individual GENCO's bidding problem can be formulated for each month to maximize his profit. Because of the great significances of EOECs, EOECs of GENCOs were contracted and published before they offer their bids in the market. Power demand in Yunnan is first met with EOECs of all GENCOs, and the remaining demand (regarded as market demand) is then met with generation contracts in the market. Generally in the market, demand is cleared depending on the hybrid pricing mechanism and GENCOs' bidding behaviors in each submarket (see Section 2.2 for more details). Solving the problem with twelve-month data individually will give an annual bidding strategy.
Hybrid Pricing Mechanism
To make the hybrid pricing mechanism more understandable, the market is regarded as two different submarkets with different pricing mechanisms. In the first submarket, a pool-based clearing and pricing mechanism is used, so we call it the POOL submarket. In the POOL submarket, all GENCOs wishing to sell generation in it must offer their sealed bids to YNPX. Energy is cleared depending on each GENCO's strategic bidding behavior. The pricing mechanism in POOL submarket is uniform pricing, the uniform market clearing price is determined by the intersection of total supply (power generation of EOECs and bidding outputs of GENCOs) and inverse demand curve. This submarket is almost the same as a well-known pool-based market. The pricing mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1 . Energy cleared Q POOL and MCP in this submarket p POOL are as follows: Then, in the second submarket, an average purchase price (APP) clearing and pricing mechanism is used, so we call it the APP submarket. In this submarket, all GENCOs wishing to sell generation in it also need to offer their sealed bids to YNPX. Uncleared demand in the pool submarket is cleared depending on each GENCO's strategic bidding behavior in APP submarket. However, the pricing mechanism in the APP submarket is different from the one in the POOL submarket. In this submarket, the pricing mechanism is uniform pricing, but the uniform market clearing price is not determined by the intersection of total supply and inverse demand curve. For demand side, the APP submarket is regarded as a market to stimulate the demand by reducing the price. Thus, in terms of supply side, it means that if a GENCO wants to sell more, it must sell at a cheaper price. Therefore, the uniform market clearing price is determined as the average purchasing price of all buyers in this submarket, which is lower than the price in POOL submarket as illustrated in Figure 2 . Then, in the second submarket, an average purchase price (APP) clearing and pricing mechanism is used, so we call it the APP submarket. In this submarket, all GENCOs wishing to sell generation in it also need to offer their sealed bids to YNPX. Uncleared demand in the pool submarket is cleared depending on each GENCO's strategic bidding behavior in APP submarket. However, the pricing mechanism in the APP submarket is different from the one in the POOL submarket. In this submarket, the pricing mechanism is uniform pricing, but the uniform market clearing price is not determined by the intersection of total supply and inverse demand curve. For demand side, the APP submarket is regarded as a market to stimulate the demand by reducing the price. Thus, in terms of supply side, it means that if a GENCO wants to sell more, it must sell at a cheaper price. Therefore, the uniform market clearing price is determined as the average purchasing price of all buyers in this submarket, which is lower than the price in POOL submarket as illustrated in Figure 2 . Then, in the second submarket, an average purchase price (APP) clearing and pricing mechanism is used, so we call it the APP submarket. In this submarket, all GENCOs wishing to sell generation in it also need to offer their sealed bids to YNPX. Uncleared demand in the pool submarket is cleared depending on each GENCO's strategic bidding behavior in APP submarket. However, the pricing mechanism in the APP submarket is different from the one in the POOL submarket. In this submarket, the pricing mechanism is uniform pricing, but the uniform market clearing price is not determined by the intersection of total supply and inverse demand curve. For demand side, the APP submarket is regarded as a market to stimulate the demand by reducing the price. Thus, in terms of supply side, it means that if a GENCO wants to sell more, it must sell at a cheaper price. Therefore, the uniform market clearing price is determined as the average purchasing price of all buyers in this submarket, which is lower than the price in POOL submarket as illustrated in Figure 2 . Energy cleared Q APP and MCP in APP submarket p APP are as follows: where Q APP represents energy cleared in the APP submarket; p APP represents MCP in APP submarket; q i,APP represents bidding output of GENCO i in the APP submarket.
Two-Dimensional Cournot Model
The problem faced by each GENCO is the maximization of its profit where comprises the difference between revenue and generation cost. The cost of generating is calculated as:
Each GENCO's EOEC is contracted with YNPX before the bidding process, and the selling price for each GENCO is its on-grid price determined by National Development and Reform Committee (NDRC). So, GENCO i's revenue from EOEC can be regarded as fixed value and calculated as:
where r i,EOEC represents GENCO i's revenue from EOEC; q i,EOEC represents the EOEC of GENCO i contracted and published by YNPX before the bidding process; K i represents the on-grid price decided by NDRC for GENCO i.
Since each GENCO chooses to offer a two-part bid, the revenue components of each GENCO consist of selling energy in the POOL and APP submarkets. Suppose that the linear inverse demand curve is described as:
where α ą 0 and β ą 0 represent the slope and the intercept of the inverse demand curve respectively. The revenues from POOL and APP submarket can be then calculated as:
where r i,POOL represents the GENCO i's revenue from POOL submarket; r i,APP represents the GENCO i's revenue from APP submarket. The GENCO's payoff (profit) function π i is determined by revenue minus cost, namely:
Thus, the profit maximization problem for GENCOs can be modeled as a mathematical problem with the objective as:
Subject to : q i,EOEC`qi,POOL`qi,APP ď q i,max p@i P Nq
where q i,max represents the generation capacity cap of GENCO i, and N represents the number of GENCOs.
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Market Equilibrium and Solution Methodology
As we can see from Equations (10) and (11), each GENCO's profit in Yunnan's electricity market depends not only on its own strategic bidding behavior, but also on those of its competitors. Moreover, GENCOs' bidding outputs in the POOL submarket affect their and others' profits not only in the POOL submarket, but also in the APP submarket. As each GENCO offers a two-part bid`q i,POOL , q i,APPȃ nd each GENCO's payoff function is commonly known to all players, the optimal bidding strategy problem can be modeled as a two-dimensional non-cooperative game with complete information [28] . To compute the market equilibrium, we can state the problem as an n-player game: There are n GENCOs (players) in the game, each simultaneously playing with their own two-part bidding strategies. Each GENCO knows the profit (payoff) functions of its competitors and tries to maximize its own profit by taking its competitors' strategic bidding behaviors into consideration. Optimal two-part bidding strategies of GENCOs and the market equilibrium can be reached by an iterative algorithm [29] . All players play the game by submitting their optimal two-part bidding strategies iteratively until no players can improve his profit by unilaterally changing his own bidding strategy. Thus, every GENCO will finally choose its two-part strategy exactly as the two-dimensional equilibrium strategy combination. A flowchart of the iterative algorithm is shown in Figure 3 , and the specific steps are described below:
(1) Initialize the GENCOs' bidding outputs in each submarket´q 0 i,POOL , q 0 i,APP¯p @i P Nq, market structure parameters, generation capacity caps and generation cost coefficients of each GENCO. Note that each GENCO's information is available to others. (2) For the first GENCO in the market, regard other GENCOs' bidding output as fixed values and solve the optimization problem in Equation (11) to obtain the optimal bidding output in this round, and pass this information to the second GENCO. The second GENCO regards other GENCOs' bidding output as fixed values and solves the optimization problem in Equation (11) to obtain the optimal bidding output. Go on with the process until all GENCOs obtain new bidding outputs which provide iteration. If no GENCO's bidding output is updated, it means that no one could unilaterally improve his profit, the algorithm is convergent and the market equilibrium is obtained. Otherwise, the iteration process goes to Equation (2) for a new round.
As we can see from Equations (10) and (11), each GENCO's profit in Yunnan's electricity market depends not only on its own strategic bidding behavior, but also on those of its competitors. Moreover, GENCOs' bidding outputs in the POOL submarket affect their and others' profits not only in the POOL submarket, but also in the APP submarket. As each GENCO offers a two-part bid
, i POOL i APPand each GENCO's payoff function is commonly known to all players, the optimal bidding strategy problem can be modeled as a two-dimensional non-cooperative game with complete information [28] . To compute the market equilibrium, we can state the problem as an n-player game: There are n GENCOs (players) in the game, each simultaneously playing with their own two-part bidding strategies. Each GENCO knows the profit (payoff) functions of its competitors and tries to maximize its own profit by taking its competitors' strategic bidding behaviors into consideration. Optimal two-part bidding strategies of GENCOs and the market equilibrium can be reached by an iterative algorithm [29] . All players play the game by submitting their optimal two-part bidding strategies iteratively until no players can improve his profit by unilaterally changing his own bidding strategy. Thus, every GENCO will finally choose its two-part strategy exactly as the two-dimensional equilibrium strategy combination. A flowchart of the iterative algorithm is shown in Figure 3 , and the specific steps are described below:
(1) Initialize the GENCOs' bidding outputs in each submarket  
structure parameters, generation capacity caps and generation cost coefficients of each GENCO. Note that each GENCO's information is available to others. (2) For the first GENCO in the market, regard other GENCOs' bidding output as fixed values and solve the optimization problem in Equation (11) to obtain the optimal bidding output in this round, and pass this information to the second GENCO. The second GENCO regards other GENCOs' bidding output as fixed values and solves the optimization problem in Equation (11) to obtain the optimal bidding output. Go on with the process until all GENCOs obtain new bidding outputs which provide iteration. 
If no GENCO's bidding output is updated, it means that no one could unilaterally improve his profit, the algorithm is convergent and the market equilibrium is obtained. Otherwise, the iteration process goes to Equation (2) for a new round. As discussed in reference [29] , not all initial bidding outputs will lead to the convergence by using this method to solve the problem. In this paper, GENCOs' sets of rationalizable strategies are any outputs combination between outputs of EOECs and outputs of generation capacity caps. From simulation we find that any initial output combination in sets of rationalizable strategies will lead to the convergence and the same equilibrium state of the market. Nevertheless, the proper initialization for solving the model and order for solving the GENCOs should be further studied.
Numerical Results
An example with four GENCOs is shown to illustrate the equilibrium results. We first run the model for a single month to show its effectiveness, and then calculate the equilibrium results for an entire year. The generation cost coefficients, on-grid prices, EOECs and generation capacity caps in a single month are listed in Table 1 . The slope and the intercept of the inverse demand curve are 0.865 and 0.017 respectively. The inverse demand curve p " 0.865´0.017Q is thus used to demonstrate the proposed method. Figures 4-7 show the evolution of MCPs, profits, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of each GENCO respectively. We can see that the equilibrium state is achieved after 9 counts of iteration, because the bidding outputs in both submarkets of GENCOs no longer change. Table 2 shows the equilibrium outputs, market clearing prices and profits of GENCOs.
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As discussed in reference [29] , not all initial bidding outputs will lead to the convergence by using this method to solve the problem. In this paper, GENCOs' sets of rationalizable strategies are any outputs combination between outputs of EOECs and outputs of generation capacity caps. From simulation we find that any initial output combination in sets of rationalizable strategies will lead to the convergence and the same equilibrium state of the market. Nevertheless, the proper initialization for solving the model and order for solving the GENCOs should be further studied.
An example with four GENCOs is shown to illustrate the equilibrium results. We first run the model for a single month to show its effectiveness, and then calculate the equilibrium results for an entire year. The generation cost coefficients, on-grid prices, EOECs and generation capacity caps in a single month are listed in Table 1 . The slope and the intercept of the inverse demand curve are 0.865 and 0.017 respectively. The inverse demand curve 0.865 0.017   p Q is thus used to demonstrate the proposed method. Figures 4-7 show the evolution of MCPs, profits, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of each GENCO respectively. We can see that the equilibrium state is achieved after 9 counts of iteration, because the bidding outputs in both submarkets of GENCOs no longer change. Table 2 shows the equilibrium outputs, market clearing prices and profits of GENCOs. As discussed in reference [29] , not all initial bidding outputs will lead to the convergence by using this method to solve the problem. In this paper, GENCOs' sets of rationalizable strategies are any outputs combination between outputs of EOECs and outputs of generation capacity caps. From simulation we find that any initial output combination in sets of rationalizable strategies will lead to the convergence and the same equilibrium state of the market. Nevertheless, the proper initialization for solving the model and order for solving the GENCOs should be further studied.
An example with four GENCOs is shown to illustrate the equilibrium results. We first run the model for a single month to show its effectiveness, and then calculate the equilibrium results for an entire year. The generation cost coefficients, on-grid prices, EOECs and generation capacity caps in a single month are listed in Table 1 . The slope and the intercept of the inverse demand curve are 0.865 and 0.017 respectively. The inverse demand curve 0.865 0.017   p Q is thus used to demonstrate the proposed method. Figures 4-7 show the evolution of MCPs, profits, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of each GENCO respectively. We can see that the equilibrium state is achieved after 9 counts of iteration, because the bidding outputs in both submarkets of GENCOs no longer change. Table 2 shows the equilibrium outputs, market clearing prices and profits of GENCOs. We now calculate the equilibrium results in an entire year. As discussed in Section 2.1, time coupling issues of hydropower are considered by YNPG through EOEC contracts and generation capacity caps of GENCOs according to hydropower situations in different months. So this information is important for GENCOs to make bidding strategies. Table 3 shows EOECs and generation capacity caps in different months in an entire year. Figure 8 plots the MCPs in POOL and APP submarkets in an entire year. Figure 9 illustrates the equilibrium profits in an entire year of GENCOs, and Figure 10 shows generation capacity caps, We now calculate the equilibrium results in an entire year. As discussed in Section 2.1, time coupling issues of hydropower are considered by YNPG through EOEC contracts and generation capacity caps of GENCOs according to hydropower situations in different months. So this information is important for GENCOs to make bidding strategies. Table 3 shows EOECs and generation capacity caps in different months in an entire year. Figure 8 plots the MCPs in POOL and APP submarkets in an entire year. Figure 9 illustrates the equilibrium profits in an entire year of GENCOs, and Figure 10 shows generation capacity caps, We now calculate the equilibrium results in an entire year. As discussed in Section 2.1, time coupling issues of hydropower are considered by YNPG through EOEC contracts and generation capacity caps of GENCOs according to hydropower situations in different months. So this information is important for GENCOs to make bidding strategies. Table 3 shows EOECs and generation capacity caps in different months in an entire year. Figure 8 plots the MCPs in POOL and APP submarkets in an entire year. Figure 9 illustrates the equilibrium profits in an entire year of GENCOs, and Figure 10 shows generation capacity caps, EOECs, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of all four GENCOs.
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EOECs, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of all four GENCOs. EOECs, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of all four GENCOs. EOECs, bidding outputs in POOL submarket and bidding outputs in APP submarket of all four GENCOs. From Figures 7 and 8 we can see that hydro power plants earn more revenues in the flood season (from June to October) than the dry season (from December to April), but thermal power plants earn more revenue in the dry season. This is mainly because the generation caps for the different types of power plants in different months are different. In the flood season, demand in Yunnan can almost be entirely supplied with hydro power, so the cap for thermal power plant is relatively low in order to build a clean and green power system environment. In the dry season, the generation capacities of hydro power plants are insufficient, so the cap for thermal power plant is high enough in order to meet the demand and maintain the stability and safety of the power grid.
Impacts of Different Market Mechanism Parameters on Electricity Price
The previous section shows that it is feasible for GENCOs to maximize their profits by strategic bidding behaviors, so there is no reason for GENCOs to bid at relatively low prices to stimulate the demand at the cost of reducing their own profits. From the perspective of market designers, it is interesting to assess the impact of varying three market mechanism parameters in the proposed model on the electricity price and power generation in the market equilibrium state as GENCOs play strategically. We now briefly discuss the following three parameters:
Number of GENCOs: it is well known that in a perfect competitive electricity market, the number of GENCOs has no influence on the electricity price in the market. However, in an oligopolistic electricity market, each GENCO will offer a strategic bid to maximize its profit, so the number of GENCOs in the market will have an impact on the electricity price and power generation in the equilibrium state. In this paper, we measure the impact of the number of GENCOs on electricity price and power generation in the market with a hybrid pricing mechanism with contrast to perfect competition and well-known pool-based market.
EOECs: EOECs are bilateral contracts between GENCOs and YNPX, and they have great significances for market buyers, market sellers and the power grid. For market buyers and sellers, they guarantee minimum market shares for market buyers or sellers in order to maintain their market positions at early stage of Yunnan's electricity market. For power grid, because there is no real-time balancing market, ancillary service market or reserve market, the stability and security operation of the power grid are guaranteed by the regulated EOECs, which are dispatched by YNPG. So, how the existing EOEC will impact the electricity price and equilibrium generation should be assessed.
Demand elasticity: demand is usually regarded as inelastic in electricity market analysis. While the newly established Yunnan's electricity market is a monthly market, in a relatively long time span, electricity consumers can alter their production plans according to different market situations, so it is necessary to take the impact of demand elasticity into consideration. The impact of varying demand elasticity on electricity price and equilibrium generation will be analyzed and contrasted with those in perfect competition market and well-known pool-based market.
Market Equilibrium State in Different Market Mechanisms
In order to assess the impact of varying market mechanism parameters on electricity price and power generation, the analytical solutions of electricity price and power generation in a perfect competition market and a pool-based market are used for comparison. In this section, we assume generation cost parameters of all GENCOs have the same value. We first calculate the electricity price and power generation in a perfect competition market. In a perfect competition environment, the problem of maximizing profit for GENCOs is the same as Equations (10) and (11) . However, no EOEC are contracted with GENCOs, and GENCOs' behaviors cannot affect the market, so they are in a market as price takers instead of price makers. Thus, the electricity price and power generation in the market can be obtained as each GENCO bid according to the price in the market: n pβ´b 0 q nα`a 0 (14) where p c c and Q c c are electricity price and generation in the perfect competition market. According to the economics theory, the price and generation in the perfect competition market can be regarded as benchmarks for comparison.
In a well-known pool-based market, the clearing and pricing mechanism are just as the POOL submarket mentioned before, so the problems faced by GENCOs are:
max : π i " K i q i,EOEC`ppool q i,pool´C´qi,EOEC`qi,pool¯p @i P Nq (15) where q i,pool represents the bidding output of GENCO i in a pool-based market.
The equilibrium state of the pool-based market mechanism is fully studied, so we just give out the optimal bidding strategy, electricity price and generation in the market, which are given by Equations (16)- (18), respectively:
where qi ,pool represents the optimal bidding output of GENCO i in the pool-based market, p c pool and Q c pool represent the electricity price and power generation in the equilibrium state of a pool-based market.
In Yunnan's electricity market with a hybrid pricing mechanism, the market equilibrium state can be obtained by calculating the two-dimensional Nash equilibrium of the model. We first calculate the first-order partial derivative of the profit function versus q i,POOL and q i,APP of the profit function to obtain the response function of GENCO i to other GENCOs:
The optimal two-part bidding strategy for GENCO i is obtained when its response function equals to zero. Thus, the two-dimensional Nash equilibrium is obtained when each GENCO's optimal two-part bidding strategy is chosen, corresponding to the solution of Equation (20): Substituting Equations (5), (7) and (10) into (20) yields the two-dimensional Nash equilibrium and the two-part bidding strategy for each GENCO is shown in Equation (21):
where the symbol * denotes the value in the equilibrium state. Therefore, the average electricity price and power generation in Yunnan's electricity market are calculated as:
where p c hybrid and Q c hybrid represent the electricity price and power generation in the equilibrium state of the market with a hybrid mechanism.
In order to assess the impact of different market mechanism parameters on electricity price, market power is used in following sections as an index. In an oligopolistic electricity market, oligopolistic GENCOs always have market power to some extent, so the electricity price is higher than in a perfect competition market. Market power can be expressed as the ratio of price in oligopolistic market to perfect competition market, which can be expressed as η pool " Figure 11 demonstrates that the electricity price in a market with hybrid mechanism is always lower than in a pool-based market. With the number of GENCOs increases, the price gradually falls in both markets. As the number of GENCOs participating in the market continues to increase, the market is closer to perfect competition, so the difference between electricity prices in different markets are getting closer. Still, as long as EOECs are contracted, the electricity price will remain higher than in perfect competition. The reason for this phenomenon will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Impact of the Number of GENCOs
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Moreover, from Figure 12 we can see that when there are few GENCOs in the market, the market power is serious. GENCOs will increase their bidding outputs in the market with hybrid pricing mechanism and reduce their bidding outputs in the pool-based market in order to maximize their profits. Obviously, among different mechanisms, the hybrid pricing mechanism results in more generation than a perfect competition mechanism, and the well-known pool-based market results in less generation. Still, with more and more GENCOs participating in the market, there is less market power in each market, and the gaps in generation between different markets are reduced. The market power and gaps in generation will disappear until the number of GENCOs is so large to turn the Market with hybrid mechanism Pool-based market Figure 11 . Impact of the number of GENCOs on electricity price.
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Moreover, from Figure 12 we can see that when there are few GENCOs in the market, the market power is serious. GENCOs will increase their bidding outputs in the market with hybrid pricing mechanism and reduce their bidding outputs in the pool-based market in order to maximize their profits. Obviously, among different mechanisms, the hybrid pricing mechanism results in more generation than a perfect competition mechanism, and the well-known pool-based market results in less generation. Still, with more and more GENCOs participating in the market, there is less market power in each market, and the gaps in generation between different markets are reduced. The market power and gaps in generation will disappear until the number of GENCOs is so large to turn the market into a perfect competition situation. Figure 12 . Impact of the number of GENCOs on generation. Figure 13 shows the numerical results of impacts on electricity price when demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. It is obvious that the electricity price in a well-known pool-based market is always higher than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. As we can see, electricity prices in both markets reduce as the demand elasticity increases at first, and then rise as the demand elasticity continues to increase. Figure 14 illustrates the trends in power generation as demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. The straightforward conclusion is that GENCOs in the market with the hybrid pricing mechanism will generate more electricity than in a perfect competition market. Moreover, the gaps of power generation between different markets narrow as demand elasticity increases. Figure 13 shows the numerical results of impacts on electricity price when demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. It is obvious that the electricity price in a well-known pool-based market is always higher than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. As we can see, electricity prices in both markets reduce as the demand elasticity increases at first, and then rise as the demand elasticity continues to increase. Figure 14 illustrates the trends in power generation as demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. The straightforward conclusion is that GENCOs in the market with the hybrid pricing mechanism will generate more electricity than in a perfect competition market. Moreover, the gaps of power generation between different markets narrow as demand elasticity increases. Figure 11 . Impact of the number of GENCOs on electricity price.
Impact of Demand Elasticity
Moreover, from Figure 12 we can see that when there are few GENCOs in the market, the market power is serious. GENCOs will increase their bidding outputs in the market with hybrid pricing mechanism and reduce their bidding outputs in the pool-based market in order to maximize their profits. Obviously, among different mechanisms, the hybrid pricing mechanism results in more generation than a perfect competition mechanism, and the well-known pool-based market results in less generation. Still, with more and more GENCOs participating in the market, there is less market power in each market, and the gaps in generation between different markets are reduced. The market power and gaps in generation will disappear until the number of GENCOs is so large to turn the market into a perfect competition situation. Figure 12 . Impact of the number of GENCOs on generation. Figure 13 shows the numerical results of impacts on electricity price when demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. It is obvious that the electricity price in a well-known pool-based market is always higher than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. As we can see, electricity prices in both markets reduce as the demand elasticity increases at first, and then rise as the demand elasticity continues to increase. Figure 14 illustrates the trends in power generation as demand elasticity varies in markets with different mechanisms. The straightforward conclusion is that GENCOs in the market with the hybrid pricing mechanism will generate more electricity than in a perfect competition market. Moreover, the gaps of power generation between different markets narrow as demand elasticity increases. However, the results also reveal that when the demand elasticity increases to a certain extent or a certain value, the gaps in price and power generation disappear. So far, it is still unclear whether the price in a pool-based market will be lower than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism, or whether the power generation in a pool-based market will be more than in a market with hybrid However, the results also reveal that when the demand elasticity increases to a certain extent or a certain value, the gaps in price and power generation disappear. So far, it is still unclear whether the price in a pool-based market will be lower than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism, or whether the power generation in a pool-based market will be more than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. To explain this question, the feature of EOECs is first analyzed. As introduced before, EOECs are bilateral contracts between GENCOs and the power grid on the supply side. On the demand side, the electricity contracted in EOECs must correspond to actual consumption. So the demand elasticity cannot increase indefinitely, in market with any mechanism, the electricity contracted by EOEC must be met on the demand side, that is:
Calculating the expressions in Formulas (24) and (25) leads to:
where α pool and α hybrid represent possible values of the demand elasticity in a pool-based market and a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. Thus, in a market with EOECs contracted, the demand elasticity cannot increase indefinitely, and the upper limit of demand elasticity is a function of the total electricity contracted between GENCOs and the power grid. Figure 15 shows the impact of EOEC on the electricity price in markets with different mechanisms. When no EOEC is contracted, electricity prices in both markets are the same. Still, when there are EOECs contracted in the market, the electricity price in a pool-based market is higher than in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism. With the quantity of EOEC increasing, prices in both markets rise and the gap between the two prices widens. EOEC, as introduced before, is a kind of bilateral contract between GENCOs and the power grid. However, compared the numerical results with data in reference [30] , an interesting phenomenon can be found out. In reference [30] , bilateral contracts are regarded as a method of mitigating the market power. While in this paper, the electricity price rises as more EOECs contracted, resulting in more serious market power in the market. That is mainly because the price of bilateral contracts is relatively low in reference [30] , while the price of EOECs is the on-grid price of each GENCO decided by NDRC, which is much higher than market clearing price in the market [31] , so more contracted EOECs means GENCOs can generate at a higher price, which increases the market power of GENCOs in the market. The question raised in Section 3.2, asking why the electricity price in markets with EOEC contracted will always be higher than in a perfect competition market can also be explained.
Impact of EOEC
mainly because the price of bilateral contracts is relatively low in reference [30] , while the price of EOECs is the on-grid price of each GENCO decided by NDRC, which is much higher than market clearing price in the market [31] , so more contracted EOECs means GENCOs can generate at a higher price, which increases the market power of GENCOs in the market. The question raised in Section 3.2, asking why the electricity price in markets with EOEC contracted will always be higher than in a perfect competition market can also be explained. We can tell from Figure 16 that no matter how many EOECs are contracted, GENCOs in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism generate the most electricity, and GENCOs in a pool-based market generate the least electricity. With more EOECs contracted in the market, the difference between different markets in power generation becomes smaller. When all possible generation in a market with certain demand elasticity are all contracted as EOECs, power generation in markets with different mechanisms will be the same. As discussed in Section 3.3, in a market with certain demand elasticity, there is an upper limit of EOECs, expressed by the formula transformation of Equations (26) and (27) :
Conclusions
According to the hybrid pricing mechanism adopted by the newly established Yunnan's electricity market, a two-dimensional Cournot model is proposed to study the strategic bidding behaviors of GENCOs, since it is not a perfect competitive market. The market equilibrium is obtained by iteratively solving each GENCO's profit maximization problem and finding their optimal bidding outputs. Numerical results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model. Moreover, We can tell from Figure 16 that no matter how many EOECs are contracted, GENCOs in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism generate the most electricity, and GENCOs in a pool-based market generate the least electricity.
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According to the hybrid pricing mechanism adopted by the newly established Yunnan's electricity market, a two-dimensional Cournot model is proposed to study the strategic bidding behaviors of GENCOs, since it is not a perfect competitive market. The market equilibrium is obtained by iteratively solving each GENCO's profit maximization problem and finding their optimal bidding outputs. Numerical results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model. Moreover, impacts of the number of GENCOs, the demand elasticity and the quantity of EOEC on the electricity price and the power generation in market equilibrium are fully assessed. The analysis results show that all these market mechanism parameters have notable effects on the electricity price and the power generation. We may safely learn the following from the analysis results: (1) The electricity price in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism is always lower than those in the other two markets; and the power generated in a market with hybrid pricing mechanism is higher than those in the other two markets. (2) A larger number of GENCOs or fewer EOECs contracted with GENCOs will have positive effects on reducing the price. While, with the increase of demand elasticity, the price falls first and then rises because the existence of EOEC contracts. (3) There is a restrictive relation between demand elasticity and EOECs in markets.
These numerical results of bidding strategies and analysis results of impacts of market mechanism parameters should be of practical interest to market participants in developing bidding strategies or to market designers in setting market mechanism parameters in Yunnan' electricity market or other similar markets. The proposed model could be used for further study, which may be another subject.
